In vitro dynamics of chromatin organization and migration.
The organization of eukaryotic chromatin is not static but changes as a function of cell status during processes such as proliferation, differentiation, and migration. DNA quantification has not been used extensively to investigate chromatin dynamics in combination with cellular migration. In this context, an optimized DNA-specific, nonperturbant method has been developed for studying chromatin organization, using the fluorescent vital bisbenzimidazole probe Hoechst 33342: this property has been described by Hamori et al. (1980). Computer-assisted image analysis was used to follow migratory activity and chromatin organization of L929 fibroblasts during in vitro wound healing. Cell movements were analyzed using an optical flow technique, which consists in the calculation of the velocity field of cells and nuclear movements in the frame. This system allows the correlation of cell migration and position in the cell cycle. It makes it possible to study chromatin dynamics using a quantitative analysis of nuclear differentiation reorganization (nuclear texture) and to correlate this with migration characteristics. The present system would be of interest for studying cell-extracellular matrix interactions using differing substrates, and also the migratory response to chemotactic factors. Such a model is a prerequisite for gaining better understanding of drug action.